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Digital Assets — Recent Developments
1. Make a list of your digital assets, including things like e-mail accounts,
music and photo libraries and social networking sites.
2. Do you keep a list of your usernames and passwords?
3. Consider who, aside from yourself, currently has access to your digital
assets or knows where you keep your list. Is anyone missing?
4. Some service providers, like Google and Facebook, offer you the option of
specifically designating who can access your account after your death or
incapacity, but not all companies allow this.
5. If a website does not offer an option for designating an authorized user, the
fine print governing the website’s terms of service often prohibit others
from accessing your account, even with your permission.
6. Many states (currently 35!) are adopting laws to make it easier for fiduciaries to bypass the fine print and access your digital assets, particularly if
your estate planning documents address digital assets. The piece of legislation sweeping the country is commonly referred to as the Revised Uniform
Fiduciary Access to Digital Assets Act. While the law has yet to be enacted
in Massachusetts, it appears to be coming soon.
7. Would you be comfortable with the individuals you named in your estate
plan, for example your personal representative, trustee or agent, accessing
your digital assets?
8. Consider whether your opinion might change depending on whether your
fiduciary is accessing your Etsy account versus your Gmail account.
9. Review your will, trust and durable power of attorney to check for digital
asset language. If your documents contain digital asset language, make sure
it says what you want it to say!
10. Digital assets can be very valuable, whether for economic purposes, such as
a profitable blog, client list or music collection, or simply for sentimental
reasons, like a digital photo album, so don’t forget to plan for them!
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Private Clients, Estate, Trust & Financial Planning
Success in estate planning, tax minimization and wealth management is achieved
through active engagement with our clients.
Our approach is hands-on, practical and client-centered.
Our nationally recognized lawyers partner with individuals, families and business
owners to craft their estate plans and achieve their wealth management goals.
The team develops and implements practical planning solutions geared to protect
our clients, minimize taxes and preserve businesses and wealth through multiple
generations.
We administer trusts, estates and charitable entities, serving as trustees and
executors to carry out our clients’ objectives over time.
Tracking industry trends, we monitor and anticipate changes in the tax, legal
and market landscapes. We bring each client’s goals to fruition through our
comprehensive legal, tax, financial planning and wealth management services.
Our attorneys deliver high-level advice both domestically and internationally,
customizing and implementing strategies for each client and family.

About Nixon Peabody LLP
At Nixon Peabody, we see 21st century law as a tool to help shape our clients’
futures. We are constantly thinking about what is important to our clients now
and next so we can foresee obstacles and opportunities in their space and smooth
the way. We work together to handle complex challenges in litigation, real estate,
corporate law, intellectual property and finance anywhere in the world.
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